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PHYS 124 - General Physics II

Semester: [Spring]  
Partner High School: Hazelwood Central High School
High School Adjunct Instructor: Danielle Camarota
SLU Course Title: PHYS 124 - General Physics II
Subject: PHYS  
Course Number: 124  
Observation Date: 03 / 19 / 2014  
Course Text: [Same as on campus]  
Syllabus: [On File]  
Mixed Enrollment: [Yes]

Instructional Methodologies: Strengths and Concerns

Lectures, demos, labs, webassign. She is an excellent speaker. Very good lecture., in small groups

Similarity to On-Campus offering: To what extent are this course section’s syllabus, aims, and content representative of an on-campus offering

It is very similar to my class.

Student Involvement: What are your impressions of student interest and involvement?

Strong student involvement. Only possible in high school.
Student Assessment: Are the depth and rigor of assessments equivalent to on-campus offerings?

Yes, they are.

Instructor’s marking and grading: Does the instructor seem comfortable evaluating student work?

She is comfortable.

If you had the opportunity to address the class were there any comments/questions?

We are particularly interested in items pertaining to 1818ACC policies, procedures or practices.

One question related to the new year long AP structure.

Additional Comments

She is a very good teacher.

---

Visit Summary

Is the course section consistent with an on-campus offering:  □ Yes  □ No

Please indicate if the Syllabus contains the content below:

Descriptive overview of the course:  □ Yes  □ No
Learning outcomes:  □ Yes  □ No
Assessments:  □ Yes  □ No
Calendar of due dates:  □ Yes  □ No
1818 ACC’s academic honesty statement:  □ Yes  □ No
Grading rubric:  □ Yes  □ No
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